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Beamer template example

Welcome to the latex theme gallery. Every time I wanted to choose a theme presentation I ended up spending a lot of time. This was because I didn't know the topics and everyone had to recompile the whole presentation and see how it looked. I searched for examples of these topics, but found none. That's why I did it. I hope it can be useful to someone
else. Browse Notes Used presentation (© by Till Tantau) is under the GPL and you can get it here (as well as in many other places). This bunch of pages was created using makefile and simple bash script. If anyone is interested here they are: Makefile build_web.sh. However, beware that these scenarios do not directly create these pages (a certain minimum
human intervention is required). To create a Beamer presentation from R Markdown beamer_presentation you specify the output format in the DOCUMENT's YAML metadata. You can create a slide show divided into sections by using the # and ## header tags (you can also create a new slide without a header by using a horizontal rule (---). For example,
here is a simple slide show (see <a0><a1></a1></a0>). Figure 4.3 Two Examples slideshows): --- title: Habits author: John Doe Date: March 22, 2005 Production: beamer_presentation --- # Morning ## Wake up - Turn off the alarm - Get out of bed ## Breakfast - Eat eggs # Evening ## Dinner - Eat spaghetti - Drink wine --- '{'r, cars, fig.cap=Scatterplot.,
echo=FALSE} plot (cars) ''' ## Going to bed - Lie down in bed - Count sheep 4.3 FIG.3: Two sample slides in the Beamer presentation. R Markdown documents that generate PDF output can use raw LaTeX and even define LaTeX macros. For more information, see the Pandoc Guide. You can specify Beamer themes by using the theme, color, and font
themes options. For example: --- output: beamer_presentation: Topic: AnnArbor colortheme: Dolphin fonttheme: structurebold --- Figure 4.4. You can find a list of available themes and color themes . FIGURE 4.4: Two slide examples with the AnnArbor theme Beamer. The slide_level option defines the heading level that defines individual slides. By default,
this is the highest level of the hierarchy header, followed by the content immediately, not another heading somewhere in the document. This default setting can be ignored by specifying a clear slide_level: --- output: beamer_presentation: slide_level: 2 --- See section 3.1 for documentation on other features of Beamer presentations, including content (section
3.1.1), picture options (section 3.1.5), appearance and style (section 3.1.4), printing of data frames (section 3.1.6), marking extensions (section 3.1.4) 10.4), heading and before or after body involvement (section 3.1.10.2), custom templates (section 3.1.10.3), Pandoc arguments (section 3.1.10.5) and shared (section 3.1.11). Beamer presentations a number
of common features common to ioslides presentations in section 4.1 and PDF documents in section 3.3. For additional bullets, see section 4.1.2. To maintain a retail LaTeX output file, see <a0><a1></a1></a0>. When I was instructed to create a presentation to share with my collaborators in our weekly technology talk, I chose to use LaTeX. While I briefly
considered other tools like Google Slides or PowerPoint, using LaTeX made it easy to distinguish styles from content and create my own theme that I could reuse for all future presentations in Lucid. What? LaTeX presentations? LaTeX is a text and document creation tool that is often used to create academic articles because of its ability to display
mathematical equations. In addition, it has many other options because of many packages like forest, which I laid out in the sentence trees in the college linguistics class. One such package, Beamer, allows you to create presentations. While Beamer lacks simple GUI tool click and drag features when creating presentations, it consists of automating a large
part of stylistic work if you like default styles or want to write your own, and offering all the mathematical equations, graphics, and other LaTeX tools. Example of beamer document: \documentclass{beamer} \title{Sample Title} \subtitle{Sample Subtitle} %\usetheme{lucid} \begin{document} \frame { \titlepage } \frame { \frametitle{Sample Page 1} \[\frac{-b \w
\sqrt{b^2 - c}}{2a}\] } \frame{ \frametitle{Sample Page 2} \framesubtitle{Sample lists} \begin{itemize} \item 1 \item 2 \item 3 \end{itemize} } \frame{ \frametitle{Content Para} This is the paragraph. } The PDF output of the File Sample \end{document} is uncomplicated , and the delivery flow is easier to track than in the GUI tool. Although you can split the style
from the market using html and css, I like to use the Beamer package for concise slide creation. Looking at the LaTeX file, the Beamer presentation is almost like looking at the outline, which makes it more closely related to the presentation of the content you are trying to convey. Unfortunately, I do not like the default theme ... or any other topic. After many
searches, however, I managed to create my own theme, bright. Then, just uncommenting \usetheme{lucid}, I was able to create a presentation I was pleased with. Only a few weeks ago, I was able to reuse the theme and create a new presentation with all the custom styles that I wanted much less time than the GUI tool would have needed to repeat my
original theme. Sample file PDF output with new theme Build your own ray network theme Although it's easy to find documents on how to create a presentation using Beamer, it's harder to find documentation when creating a Beamer theme. Therefore, I am going through creating a simple Beamer theme with my name top and footer and style lists. The first
step in creating a Beamer theme is to create the following four files that bright is the name of our new theme: beamerinnerthemelucid.sty beamerouterthemelucid.sty beamercolorthemelucid.sty beamerthemelucid.sty Although it is not necessary to separate them into four files, it corresponds to the Beamer themes model, which allows you to mix and match
different parts of the theme. For example, if we want to use an albatross color theme with the default theme, we could replace \usetheme{lucid} in the sample file above as follows: \usecolortheme{albatross} And the output pdf would consist of the following: Albatros color theme With the default theme, the three parts of the theme are: Internal: Defines the
central content of all elements that make up the slides, appearance, such as lists or title titles on the Title Page Outer: Defines the appearance of the slide's chrome, such as the title and footer of each slide Color: Defines the colors used in various parts of the theme, such as the color of frame titles or the background color final file, beamerthemelucid.sty, just
exists so that all parts of the theme are combined into the main theme so that it can be used without specifying each part of the subject. beamerthemelucid.sty: \mode&lt;presentation&gt; \useinnertheme{lucid} \useoutertheme{lucid} \usecolortheme{lucid} \mode At the beginning of the file, changing delivery mode&lt;all&gt; is added so that the .sty file matches
the delivery .tex file mode. Beamer automatically converts all files with document class to delivery mode. The rest of the file simply sets all parts of the theme to a new light theme and returns the file to normal mode. Each .sty file used to create a theme must be enabled in presentation mode in the same way. At the moment, the theme does not really change
anything. Everything still uses the default theme, because we did not define any new styles. Let's start with the cover page. Because the name is part of the contents of the internal cover page, its style definition falls within beamerinnerthemelucid.sty. I want a cover page centered vertically and horizontally as in the default theme, but with a larger font, different
color, and no date. So, between the mode changes, let's add: beamerinnerthemelucid.sty: \defbeamertemplate*{title page}{lucid} { \vfill {\centering \usebeamerfont{title}\usebeamercolor[fg]{title}\insert smarttle \par } \vskip1cm% {\centering \usebeamerfont{subtitle}\usebeamercolor[fg]{subtitle}\insertsubtitle \par } \vfill } Updated cover page Command
\defbeamertemplate creates a new template, in which the first argument is mode, * in this case, the second argument is to whom the template is for, and the third argument is the name of the new template. To access the template elsewhere, the given name, in this case bright, is used. The last part of the \defbeamertemplate is where the actual template is
defined&lt;/all&gt; &lt;/presentation&gt;arbitrary LaTeX code. In this scenario, we use the common commands for centering and accessing the name and subtitle via \inserttitle and \insertsubtitle. To get the correct colors, we use \usebeamercolor, which takes the correct colors from the color theme based on the given element name, i.e. the color name.
Similarly, \usebeamerfont takes the correct font from the font theme so that you can specify the font separately. However, the color and font remain unchanged, so we need to edit the color theme file. I want white text on a dark background, so first we need to change the background color. \definecolor{gray}{RGB}{90, 90, 90} \setbeamercolor*{background
canvas}{bg=gray} \setbeamercolor*{title}{fg=white} \setbeamerfont{title}{size=\Huge} \setbeamerfont{subtitle}{size=\large} Updated home page with new background color After adding these commands to beamercolorthemelucid.sty, The home page looks almost the way I want it. The background is gray, and the name and subtitle are new in size and color.
However, Beamer's default links are still in the lower-right corner. To remove them, we add the following line to beamerouterthemelucid.sty, because the footer is part of an external theme. \setbeamertemplate{navigation symbols}{} Updated cover page without navigation characters Like \defbeamertemplate, \setbeamertemplate can be used to define a new
template. When you use a template, an item is immediately set up to use a new template instead of being set up separately. In this scenario, the navigation character item is set to blank. Now that the cover page looks the way I want, we can move to the content slides. Although they already have the correct background color and correctly lack navigation
characters in the footer, the title and subtitle are incorrect in color and lack of style. Content slides without additional changes because the frame name is part of an additional theme, in beamerouterthemelucid.sty add: \RequirePackage{tikz} ewlength{\marginedPaperWidth}{\paperwidth – 0.2cm} % Frame name \defbeamertemplate*{frametitle}{lucid}[1][]{
\2vskip0.5cm% \begin{beamercolorbox}[wd=\paperwidth,ht=1.2cm]{frametitle} \begin{tikzpicture} \useasboundingbox(0,0) rectangle(\the\paperwidth,1.2); {\usebeamercolor[fg]{frametitle-left}} \fill[color=frametitle-left.fg] (0.2,0) rectangle(\the\marginedPaperWidth,1.2); \ifx\insertframesubtitle\@empty% {ode[anchor=west] at (0.3,0.61)
{\usebeamerfont{frametitle}\insertframetitle};} \else%ode[anchor=west] at (0.2,0.81){\usebeamerfont{frametitle};}}\insertframetitle};%ode[anchor= evenings] at (0,4,0,25){\use beamerfont{framesubtitle}-\insertframesubtitle};} %\fi \end{tikzpicture} \end{beamercolorbox} } Without the currently familiar Beamer commands, we use if, to distinguish between cases
when there are and no subtitles available, and we use a new Package Tikz, which allows the user to create drawings in LaTeX. Use it in the template to We added a rectangle to the name of each presentation frame. We set the color of the rectangle by using the beamer color frame on the left, which is added by the \usebeamercolor[fg]{frametitle-left}
command to the environment. Updated frame layout Colors and fonts are read correctly from beamercolorthemelucid.sty, but it has not been updated, so this is the next step. \definecolor{lucid-blue}{RGB}{41, 170, 225} \setbeamercolor{frametitle-left}{fg=lucid-blue} \setbeamercolor{frametitle}{fg=white} \setbeamerfont{frametitle}{size=\Large}
\setbeamerfont{framesubtitle}{size=small} Updated frametitle color Slide content is still in default style, so we turn to beamerinnerthemelucid.sty to change the template lists. \setbeamertemplate{itemize items}[square] Just as \setbeamertemplate can be used to define a new template that is applied immediately, it can also be used to set the template defined
in \defbeamertemplate earlier. the square is defined by default in the tailor's package, and the bullets are rendered unmatched in the list square. Slide with updated bullets To change the content colors and list items, we update beamercolortheme.sty again. \definecolor{light gray}{RGB}{240, 240, 240} \setbeamercolor*{itemize item}{fg=light-grey}
\setbeamercolor*{itemize subitem}{fg=light-grey} \setbeamercolor*normal{text}{fg=white} Slide with updated content colors The last thing missing from our topic is a new footer. We need to add a page number and logo to each page. \def\logo{% \includegraphics[width=3cm]{lucidsoftware-logo.png}% } \setbeamertemplate{footline}{% \begin{minipage}[t]
{0.5\paperwidth} \begin{beamercolorbox}[wd=3cm, ht = 1cm]{page number in head/foot} \ifnum\thepage&gt;1\relax% \vskip0.2cm% \hskip0.3cm% \insertpagenumber\,/\,\insertpresentationendpage\kern1em\vskip2pt% \hfill \fi \end{beamercolorbox} \end{minipage} \begin{minipage}[t]{0.76\paperwidth} \hfill \begin{beamercolorbox}[wd=3cm, ht = 1cm]{page
number in head/foot} \logo \end{beamercolorbox} \end{minipage} } Slide With New Footer Adding the above to beamerouterthemelucid.sty splits the footer in half, putting the page number out of the total number of pages on one side and a logo on the other. lucidsoftware-logo.png must be added to the same directory so that it can correctly assemble. If the
statement removes the page number from the first page. Finally, we add the page number color to beamercolorthemelucid.sty: \setbeamercolor*{page number in head/foot}{fg=light-grey} Conclusion Creating Your Themes LaTeX allows you to fully customize, and what you need to work very hard to achieve in more common delivery tools. It also allows for
insignificant reuse of the theme, avoiding wasteful efforts. Additional links: Links:
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